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What is energy or energy density in curved spacetime ?

Why do we care ?

arXiv:2004.03779,  S. Aoki, T. Onogi, S. Yokoyama 
“ What does a quantum black hole look like ?”

Motivation

CFT AdS

Flow equation

CFT@ finite T Black hole in AdS ?

massless free scalar @ finite T Black hole-like object + matter in AdS

energy distribution on 
curved spacetime ?
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O. Energy in general relativity



Einstein equation Rµ⌫ � 1

2
gµ⌫R+ ⇤gµ⌫ = 8⇡GdTµ⌫

gravity matter

Tµ⌫(x) =
�Smatter

�gµ⌫(x)

(Conserved) energy in general relativity

conservation rµTµ⌫ = 0

Bianchi identity 

@µTµ⌫ 6= 0

Einstein’s pseudo-tensor@µ
hp

|g| (Tµ⌫ + tµ⌫)
i
= 0

rewrite

gravitational energy ?

tµ⌫ is not covariant under general coordinate transformation.

violate the fundamental principle of general relativity ! 

but what we need for a conservation is

works only for asymptotically flat ⇤ = 0, Tµ⌫ ! 0 (r ! 1)

in Cartesian coordinate (not in polar coordinate)
for two or more particles

This method



Quasi-local energy Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) energy
Komar energy, Bondi energy
Hamiltonian with Gibbons-Hawking term

E =

Z
dV (local energy) E =

Z

r!1
dS (quasi-local energy)

cf. Gauss’s law in electromagnetism  Q =

Z

V
dV J0 =

Z

@V
dSµF

0µ

ex. Komar energy

E(⇠) =
c

16⇡Gd

Z

⌃(x0)
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p
�gr⌫r[0⇠⌫] =
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Komar, PR127(1962) 1411

This is a Noether charge of the 2nd type for a coordinate transformation ⇠⌫ .

For ⇠µ = ��µ0 , E = � 2c

16⇡Gd
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c: some constant

Killing vector

Quasi-local energy



Our aim

Part I. Conserved charges with symmetry (in the presence of Killing vector)

Generic conserved charge in GR. 

Part II. Conserved charges without symmetry

To give a precise and universal definition of energy by the volume integral 
of local energy if exists and extend it to more general cases.

Energy.

meaning ?

However quasi-local energy cannot tell a distribution of energy.
Local energy must exist since quasi-local energy is derived from it.

The covariant definition for local energy is a missing piece 
in general relativity. 

local energy (mass) is a source which generates gravitational fields.*



Part I.  
Conserved charges  

with symmetry

S. Aoki, T. Onogi and S. Yokoyama, 
“Conserved charge in general relativity”, 
 arXiv:2005.13233[gr-qc]



conserved charge 

L⇠gµ⌫ = rµ⇠⌫ +r⌫⇠µ = 0Killing vector 

rµ(T
µ
⌫⇠

⌫) = (rµT
µ
⌫)⇠

⌫ +
1

2
Tµ⌫(rµ⇠⌫ +r⌫⇠µ) = 0

Q(⇠) =

Z

⌃(x0)
d⌃0

p
�g T 0

⌫⇠
⌫

* 0 =

Z

M
ddx

p
|g|rµJ

µ =

Z

M
ddx @µ

⇣p
|g|Jµ

⌘
=

Z

@M
d⌃µ

p
|g| Jµ

Jµ := Tµ
⌫⇠

⌫

rµJ
µ =

1p
|g|

@µ
⇣p

|g|Jµ
⌘ Stokes’ theorem

@M = @Ms � ⌃t2  ⌃t1

scalar

M @Ms

⌃t2

⌃t1

assume

d⌃kJk = 0 on @Ms Q(⌃t2) = Q(⌃t1)

Symmetry 

covariantly conserved vector current 



ex. stationary space time
a metric gµ⌫ does not contain x0

Killing vector ⇠µ = ��µ0

conserved energy E = �
Z

⌃(x0)
d⌃0

p
�g T 0

0

Covariant and universal definition of total energy
works for an arbitrary asymptotic behavior in an any coordinate system.  

cf. Quasi-local energy

ADM mass

Komar mass

M. Shibata, “Numerical relativity” (100 Years of General Relativity-Vol. 1, World Scientific)

The ADM mass is not defined in a covariant way, 
For its definition to be valid, in addition to asymptotic flatness, the metric components have 
to approach those of the flat Minkowski metric sufficiently quickly    
A well-known example in which the ADM mass cannot be calculated is the metric of a four-
dimensional non-spinning black hole in Painleve-Gullstrand coordinate, 

this term does not denote the mass of the  black hole in general (e.g., in the presence of a 
tours surrounding the black hole).

works for dynamical as well as back ground metric.



Our definition has been known, but rarely used.

1. V. Fock, TheTheory of Space, Time and Gravitation (Pergamon Press, New York 1959)

The quantity I =

Z
Tµ0'µ

p
�g dx1dx2dx3 will be constant, · · · , if the vector

'µ satisfies the equation r⌫'µ +rµ'⌫ = 0.

2. A. Tautman, Kings Collage lecture notes on general relativity, mimeographed note 
(unpublished), May-June 1958; Gen. Res. Grav. 34 (2002), 721-762, cited Fock.

3. A. Tautman’s lecture notes was cited by Komar in  PRD127(1962)1411.

These were forgotten in major textbooks (e.g. Landau-Lifshitz) except a few.

4. R. Wald, General Relativity (The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1984), p.286, 
footnote 3.

a Killing vector field ⇠a is presented, · · · , ra(Tab⇠b) = (raTab)⇠b+Tabra⇠b = 0,
so

R
⌃ Tab⇠bna is conserved, i.e., independent of choice of Cauchy surface ⌃.

No applications. Let us consider some applications.

See also lecture notes by Blau; Shiromizu (Japanese); Sekiguchi (Japanese).

measure term is not specified, though.



1. Black holes 

S. Aoki, T. Onogi and S. Yokoyama, 
“Conserved charge in general relativity”, 
 arXiv:2005.13233[gr-qc]



1-1. (charged) Schwarzschild black hole
metric ds2 = �(1 + u)(dx0)2 � 2udx0dr + (1� u)dr2 + r2ḡijdx

idxj

(d-2)-sphere

Eddington-Finkelstein coordinate

u(r) = �rd�3
0

rd�3
+

Q2

r2(d�3)
� 2⇤r2

(d� 2)(d� 1)

Energy Momentum tensor

Q2 = 8⇡Gd
(d� 3)

(d� 2)
q2

T i
j =

�ij
16⇡Gd

@rr(rd�3�u)

rd�2
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r2(d�3)

Energy of neutral black hole  (Q=0) Killing ⇠µ = ��µ0
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Z

x0:const.
dd�1x

p
�g T 0
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(d� 2)Vd�2

16⇡Gd

Z 1

0
dr @r(r

d�3�u(r)) =
(d� 2)Vd�2r

d�3
0

16⇡Gd

This reproduces known results. For example

Vd�2 :=

Z
dd�2x

p
det ḡijvolume of (d-2)-sphere

E =
r0
2G4

= M at d = 4
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Remark
x0 = constant hypersurface is space-like even inside the horizon.

The BH energy is independent of the cosmological constant.

However the Killing vector becomes space-like inside the horizon.

EMT for black hole
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See also Balasin-Nachbagauer, Class. Quant. Graf. 10(1993)2771.

Neutral black hole is NOT a vacuum solution to Einstein equation.

cf. Coulomb potential generated by a point charge is NOT a vacuum solution 
to Maxwell equation.
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Kerr BH See Balasin-Nachbagauer, Class. Quant. Graf. 11(1994)1453.



cf. Komar energy

EKomar =
c

16⇡Gd
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dd�2x
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cVd�2
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�

Komar energy for BH diverges for non-zero cosmological constant. 

EKomar =
c(d� 3)Vd�2r

d�3
0

16⇡Gd
at ⇤ = 0 E =

(d� 2)Vd�2r
d�3
0

16⇡Gd
our result

c =
d� 2

d� 3
Both agree except d=3.

Our definition of energy is much more robust and universal.



Energy of charged black hole 
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1

Energy of a charged black hole diverges at d > 3.

This corresponds to a divergent self-energy of a charged point particle 
in the flat limit.

cf. Komar energy
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1-2. BTZ black hole

d=3 AdS

3

which leads to a form proportional to a delta function:

T 0
0 =

d− 2

16πGNrd−2
∂r
(
rd−3F

)
= −ρ

δ(r)

rd−2
. (15)

We here insert the step function θ for the singular term in
(6), so that F (r) = δf(r)θ(r) and δ(r) = dθ(r)

dr . Thus the
matter energy momentum tensor Tµ

ν for the black hole
can be understood as a distribution. We can calculate E
as the volume integral, which also leads to (12), justifying
the use of the step function to handle the singularity at
r = 0.

3-2. Reissner-Nordström black hole

Below we present a more illuminative computation
of a mass of a charged black hole in general d dimen-
sions, whose metric is given in (5) by replacing f(r) with
fq(r) = f(r) + d−3

d−28πGNq2r−2(d−3), together with the

gauge potential Aµ = (− q
rd−3 + q

rd−3
+

)δ0µ, where q, r+ are

constants[17]. This configuration of gravitational and
gauge fields satisfies the equations of motion given by

Gµν + Λgµν = 8πGN (TG
µν + TA

µν), ∇µF
µ
ν = Jν , (16)

where Fµν := ∇µAν − ∇νAµ and TA
µν := Fµ

αFνα −
1
4gµνFαβFαβ . Here TG

µν and Jν explicitly represent
the singular contributions of the metric and the gauge
potential at r = 0, respectively. Explicitly (TG +
TA)00 is given in (15) by replacing F with Fq = F +
d−3
d−28πGNq2r−2(d−3).
Since this metric is also static, the energy defined by

(7) is conserved. However this charge diverges, due to
the contribution of the electromagnetic field. Physically,
this divergence can be interpreted as the self-energy for
the charged point particle. Indeed it remains even for the
flat space-time with M = 0 and Λ = 0. Classically, the
charged black hole has the infinite energy due to the infi-
nite electromagnetic energy. Thus the renormalization as
well as the quantization of the gauge field on the curved
space are needed to fix this problem, as was so on the
flat space.
Fortunately, since ∇µ(TG)µ0 = 0 (thus ∇µ(TA)µ0 =

0), we can define an energy from the covariantly con-
served TG alone without electromagnetic energy as

(TG)00 = − (d− 2)

16πGdrd−2
∂r
(
rd−3F (r)

)
, (17)

where F is given before. We thus obtain

EG =

∫
dd−2x⃗

∫
dr
√
|g|(TG)00ξ

0 = Vd−2ρ, (18)

which reproduces the result in the special case of [17].
This system allows another conserved quantity, thanks

to the invariance under the U(1) gauge transformation by
δAµ = ∂µθ, which leads to

∂µj
µ = 0, jµ = ∇ν

(√
|g|Fµν

)
(19)

without using the Maxwell equation. According to
our prescription, Qc =

∫
dd−2x

∫
dr
√
|g|J0 with J0 =

j0/
√
|g| gives the conserved electric charge, which is eval-

uated asQc = Vd−2(d−3)q. At d = 4 for k > 0, Qc = 4πq.

3-3. BTZ black hole

As a final example, we compute a charge different from
a mass. To this end we consider a BTZ black hole and
compute its angular momentum [18]. The metric

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
1

f(r)
dr2 + r2(dφ− ω(r)dt)2, (20)

where

f(r) =
r2

L2
− 2GNMθ(r) +

G2
NJ2

4r2
, ω(r) =

GNJ

2r2
, (21)

with M,J are constants, satisfies the Einstein equation
in three dimensions. We insert the step function to the
constant part to emphasize that this solution is valid ex-
cept the origin.

This BTZ black hole has not only a Killing vector with
respect to the time translation but also the one which
rotates the system, ξµ = δµφ . As in the previous cases
the first one defines the mass, which can be similarly
computed as E = M

4 . On the other hand, the second
Killing vector define an angular momentum:

Pφ =

∫
d2x
√
|g|T 0

φ. (22)

T 0
φ is computed from the Einstein tensor as T 0

φ =
− 1

16πGNr∂r
(
r3ω′(r)

)
. Thus we find Pφ = J

8 , which re-
produces the known result [18].

4. MASS OF A COMPACT STAR

Our formula for the conserved charge leads to non-
trivial corrections to a mass of a compact star.

4-1. Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation

Let us consider the energy momentum tensor for the
fluid, given by

T 0
0 = −ρ(r), T r

r = P (r), T i
j = δijP (r), (23)

where ρ(r) is the energy density and P (r) is the pres-
sure. The Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation[19, 20] for the
metric eq. (5) with 1/f(r) in the second term replaced
by another function h(r) becomes

−dP (r)

dr
=

GNρ(r)M(r)

rd−2

(
1 +

P (r)

ρ(r)

)
h(r)

×
{
d− 3 +

rd−1

(d− 2)M(r)

(
8πP (r)− 2Λ

(d− 1)GN

)}
,(24)

Killing vectors ⇠µT := ��µ0 , ⇠S := �µ�

EMT

Energy

Angular momentum

Bandaos-Teitelboim-Zanelli, PRL69(1992)1849.
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2. Compact star 
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“Conserved charge in general relativity”, 
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stationary spherically symmetric metric

ds2 = �f(r)(dx0)2 + h(r)dr2 + r2g̃ijdx
idxj

with perfect fluid

3

which leads to a form proportional to a delta function:

T 0
0 =

d− 2

16πGNrd−2
∂r
(
rd−3F

)
= −ρ

δ(r)

rd−2
. (15)

We here insert the step function θ for the singular term in
(6), so that F (r) = δf(r)θ(r) and δ(r) = dθ(r)

dr . Thus the
matter energy momentum tensor Tµ

ν for the black hole
can be understood as a distribution. We can calculate E
as the volume integral, which also leads to (12), justifying
the use of the step function to handle the singularity at
r = 0.

3-2. Reissner-Nordström black hole

Below we present a more illuminative computation
of a mass of a charged black hole in general d dimen-
sions, whose metric is given in (5) by replacing f(r) with
fq(r) = f(r) + d−3

d−28πGNq2r−2(d−3), together with the

gauge potential Aµ = (− q
rd−3 + q

rd−3
+

)δ0µ, where q, r+ are

constants[17]. This configuration of gravitational and
gauge fields satisfies the equations of motion given by

Gµν + Λgµν = 8πGN (TG
µν + TA

µν), ∇µF
µ
ν = Jν , (16)

where Fµν := ∇µAν − ∇νAµ and TA
µν := Fµ

αFνα −
1
4gµνFαβFαβ . Here TG

µν and Jν explicitly represent
the singular contributions of the metric and the gauge
potential at r = 0, respectively. Explicitly (TG +
TA)00 is given in (15) by replacing F with Fq = F +
d−3
d−28πGNq2r−2(d−3).
Since this metric is also static, the energy defined by

(7) is conserved. However this charge diverges, due to
the contribution of the electromagnetic field. Physically,
this divergence can be interpreted as the self-energy for
the charged point particle. Indeed it remains even for the
flat space-time with M = 0 and Λ = 0. Classically, the
charged black hole has the infinite energy due to the infi-
nite electromagnetic energy. Thus the renormalization as
well as the quantization of the gauge field on the curved
space are needed to fix this problem, as was so on the
flat space.
Fortunately, since ∇µ(TG)µ0 = 0 (thus ∇µ(TA)µ0 =

0), we can define an energy from the covariantly con-
served TG alone without electromagnetic energy as

(TG)00 = − (d− 2)

16πGdrd−2
∂r
(
rd−3F (r)

)
, (17)

where F is given before. We thus obtain

EG =

∫
dd−2x⃗

∫
dr
√
|g|(TG)00ξ

0 = Vd−2ρ, (18)

which reproduces the result in the special case of [17].
This system allows another conserved quantity, thanks

to the invariance under the U(1) gauge transformation by
δAµ = ∂µθ, which leads to

∂µj
µ = 0, jµ = ∇ν

(√
|g|Fµν

)
(19)

without using the Maxwell equation. According to
our prescription, Qc =

∫
dd−2x

∫
dr
√
|g|J0 with J0 =

j0/
√
|g| gives the conserved electric charge, which is eval-

uated asQc = Vd−2(d−3)q. At d = 4 for k > 0, Qc = 4πq.

3-3. BTZ black hole

As a final example, we compute a charge different from
a mass. To this end we consider a BTZ black hole and
compute its angular momentum [18]. The metric

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
1

f(r)
dr2 + r2(dφ− ω(r)dt)2, (20)

where

f(r) =
r2

L2
− 2GNMθ(r) +

G2
NJ2

4r2
, ω(r) =

GNJ

2r2
, (21)

with M,J are constants, satisfies the Einstein equation
in three dimensions. We insert the step function to the
constant part to emphasize that this solution is valid ex-
cept the origin.

This BTZ black hole has not only a Killing vector with
respect to the time translation but also the one which
rotates the system, ξµ = δµφ . As in the previous cases
the first one defines the mass, which can be similarly
computed as E = M

4 . On the other hand, the second
Killing vector define an angular momentum:

Pφ =

∫
d2x
√
|g|T 0

φ. (22)

T 0
φ is computed from the Einstein tensor as T 0

φ =
− 1

16πGNr∂r
(
r3ω′(r)

)
. Thus we find Pφ = J

8 , which re-
produces the known result [18].

4. MASS OF A COMPACT STAR

Our formula for the conserved charge leads to non-
trivial corrections to a mass of a compact star.

4-1. Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation

Let us consider the energy momentum tensor for the
fluid, given by

T 0
0 = −ρ(r), T r

r = P (r), T i
j = δijP (r), (23)

where ρ(r) is the energy density and P (r) is the pres-
sure. The Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation[19, 20] for the
metric eq. (5) with 1/f(r) in the second term replaced
by another function h(r) becomes

−dP (r)

dr
=

GNρ(r)M(r)

rd−2

(
1 +

P (r)

ρ(r)

)
h(r)

×
{
d− 3 +

rd−1

(d− 2)M(r)

(
8πP (r)− 2Λ

(d− 1)GN

)}
,(24)

Einstein equation Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation 

1

h(r)
= k � 2GdM(r)

rd�3
� 2⇤r2

(d� 2)(d� 1)
with

M(r) =
8⇡

d� 2

Z r

0
dssd�2⇢(s), M(0) = 0

�dP (r)

dr
=

GdM(r)

rd�2
(P (r) + ⇢(r))h(r)

⇢
d� 3 +

rd�1

(d� 2)M(r)

✓
8⇡P (r)� 2⇤

(d� 1)Gd

◆�

Oppenheimer-Volkoff, PR55(1939)374.

EOS P = P (⇢) solution to OV equation

Oppenheimer-Volkoff equation



R

radius of compact star R from P (r = R) = 0

⇢(r)

r1

Schwarzschild metric with m = M(R)

f(r) =
1

h(r)
= k � 2GdM(R)

rd�3
� 2⇤r2

(d� 2)(d� 1)

r > R, ⇢(r) = P (r) = 0

Schwarzschild metric

outside star

gravitational mass



Energy of a compact star

Killing vector ⇠µ = ��µ0conserved energy

E = �
Z

dd�2x

Z 1

0
dr
p

|g|T 0
0 = Vd�2

Z R

0

p
f(r)h(r)rd�2⇢(r)

Schutz’s textbook (guess)

gravitational mass
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correction term represents the gravitational interaction energy ! 
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Komar energy misses the gravitational interaction energy.

Our definition is physically more sensible.
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constant density

interaction energy
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Size of gravitational interaction energy

Gravitational interaction energy  could be large !

A neutron star may have a much smaller total energy than the observed mass.
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A total energy is 1/3 of the observed mass.

A maximum energy of NS could be much smaller than its maximum mass.

d = 4,⇤ = 0, k = 0



Part II.  
Conserved charges 
without symmetry
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that direction, respectively. Superiority of this definition
is its manifest general covariance.

It can be shown that the charge defined by (1) is con-
served or time-independent when vµ is a Killing vector
field and the energy momentum tensor is covariantly con-
served [20–22]. In this case the defined charge becomes a
Nöther charge corresponding to global symmetry of the
system. We emphasize that our proposal can be applied
not only to Einstein gravity but also to any other gravi-
tational theories.

A question is whether a charge Q[v] conserves if v is
other than a Killing vector field. To answer this ques-
tion we study the time evolution of the charge, which is
computed as [20]

dQ[v]

dt
=

∫

Σt

dd−1x⃗
√

|g|Tµ
ν∇µv

ν . (2)

Therefore if a vector field satisfies the following differen-
tial equation

Tµ
ν∇µv

ν = 0, (3)

then it is sufficient for the charge Q[v] to conserve. In
this sense we refer to the equation (3) as the conserva-
tion condition for the vector v. In particular any Killing
vector field trivially satisfies the conservation condition.
This gives our conclusion i) .

2.2 Intrinsic vector field

Since the conservation condition (3) is a 1st order lin-
ear partial differential equation, we can convert it to or-
dinary differential equations by the method of character-
istics with a parameter τ . Therefore, for a given energy
momentum tensor, there always exists a general solution
at least locally in τ , which is determined uniquely once
we fix an appropriate initial condition at τ = 0 on a hy-
persurface Σt0 including a choice of a direction of the
vector v. (The existence of such a vector for a special
case in general relativity was pointed out in Ref. [24].)
Since the time direction must be chosen in any physical
system, there always exists a vector field to satisfy (3)
proportional to a time evolution vector field. We refer to
this vector field as an intrinsic vector field and denote it
by ζ.

The above argument establishes our conclusion ii) that
there always exists a conserved quantity of the form (1) in
any field theory on general curved spacetime even with-
out any global symmetry. Thus this conserved charge is
different from a Nöther charge and must be very special
and fundamental for the system. In the next section, we
give physical interpretation for this charge.

3. ENTROPY AND ENTROPY CURRENT

What is the physical meaning of the conserved charge
Q[ζ] associated with the intrinsic vector field? Our an-
swer is entropy of the system,

S := Q[ζ] =

∫
dd−1x s0, (4)

where s0 is the time component of an entropy current
density defined by

sµ =
√

|g|Tµ
νζ

ν . (5)

One can easily show that this current density satisfies
the ordinary continuity equation ∂µsµ = 0, thanks to the
conservation condition (3) and the covariant conservation
of the energy momentum tensor.
Let us give some remarks for this interpretation. The

entropy is the most fundamental quantity and uniquely
defined in a dynamical system, and therefore it is phys-
ically reasonable that the entropy is related to the con-
served charge Q[ζ], which is also uniquely defined for a
generic system without global symmetry. Since the fun-
damental physics law is expected to be reversible, it is
natural that the entropy of the whole system including
matter with gravitational interaction is conserved in a
fundamental theory such as general relativity. To the
contrary, if the entropy were not conserved, for example,
in a general gravitational system, then it would mean
that there exists extra matter producing entropy via un-
known interaction (‘fifth force’), which would be unrea-
sonable. Further evidence will be presented in following
subsections.

3.1 Analysis for geometry without horizon

Let us analyze our proposal in the case where there
exists a globally well-defined unit time evolution vector
field, which we denote by nµ. In this case tensors can be
decomposed into the longitudinal and transverse com-
ponents with respect to this vector for each index. For
example, the energy momentum tensor is decomposed as

Tµ
ν = ρnµnν + Pµ

ν − nµJν − Jµnν , (6)

where ρ := nµTµ
νnν , Pµ

ν := ḡµαTα
β ḡβν , Jν :=

nαTα
β ḡβν , with ḡµν = δµν +nµnν , and the metric tensor

is decomposed into the ADM form as

ds2 = −N2(dx0)2 + ḡij(dx
i +N idx0)(dxj +N jdx0), (7)

where N,N i are called a lapse function and a shift vector,
respectively. Note that J0 = 0 and nµ = −Nδ0µ.
From the covariant conservation, we have

(∇µTµ
ν)nν = 0, which boils down to

∂̌ρ+ ρK + Pµ
νK

ν
µ + nν∇̌Jν − ∇̄µJ

µ = 0, (8)

6= 0 in generic spacetime w/o symmetry
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Part I

Conserved charges without Killing vectors

1 Our new proposal

We define the covariant conserved current in general relativity without Killing vectors as

Jµ(v) := Tµ
νv

ν , (1.1)

where a vector vµ satisfies
∑

µ,ν

Tµν(∇µvν +∇νvµ) = 0, (1.2)

which is automatically satisfied if v is a Killing vector. Indeed, it is easy to check

∇µJ
ν(v) = Tµ

ν∇µv
ν =

1

2
Tµν(∇µvν +∇νvµ) = 0. (1.3)

Thus

Q(v) =

∫

Σ0(t)

√
−g dΣ0 J

0(v) (1.4)

is conserved, where Σ0(t) is a time-slice for fixed t and
∫
dΣ0 is a volume integral on this

surface.

We next show that eq.(1.2) has solutions. After a little algebra, eq.(1.2) becomes

Aµ
ν∂νv

µ +Bµv
µ = 0, (1.5)

where

Aµ
ν = 2Tµ

ν = Tµ
ν + T ν

µ, Bµ = 2Tα
βΓ

β
αµ = (Tα

β + Tβ
α)Γβ

αµ. (1.6)

Since eq. (1.5) is a linear partial differential equation for the vector v, the solution can be

always obtained numerically, and sometime analytically.

Let us consider how many solutions are independent for v. We first consider the only

one element of v is non-zero: vµ = v1δ
µ
µ1 . In tis case, we have

Dµ1v1 := Aµ1
ν∂νv1 +Bµ1v1 = 0. (1.7)

Therefore, there are d independent such solutions. We next consider v which has only two

non-zero components: vµ = v1δ
µ
µ1 + v2δ

µ
µ2 , which leads to

Dµ1v1 +Dµ2v2 = 0, Dµ1v1 ̸= 0, Dµ2v2 ̸= 0. (1.8)

– 1 –

Aµ
⌫ := Tµ

⌫ , Bµ = T↵
��

�
↵µ

fix direction 1st order linear PDE

The 2nd and 3rd condition are needed to have independent solutions. Therefore, there are

dC2 solutions. Repeating these procedures up to a full solution v whose components are all

non-zero, we obtain
∑d

k=1 dCk = 2d − 1 independent solutions. However, there solutions

may not lead to the same number of independent charges, constructed from Tµν .

1.1 Solution to eq. (1.7)

We here discuss how we can obtain a solution to eq. (1.7), where we write vµ = vδµµ1 ,

Aµ := Aµ
µ1 and B := Bµ1 . A solution to the partial differential equation,

Aµ∂µv +Bv = 0, (1.9)

is converted to the ordinary differential equation,

dxµ

dt
= Aµ(x), (1.10)

dv(t)

dt
= −B(x)v(t). (1.11)

which can be solved as an initial value problem.

We here assume Ad ̸= 0 by renaming xµ. (Note that if all Aµ = 0, EMT identically

vanishes.) Let us consider d− 1 dimensional hyperplane S defined by a condition that

Ad(x1, · · · , xd−1, xd = c) ̸= 0 (1.12)

with xd = c (constant). Taking (y1, · · · , yd−1, c) ∈ S as an initial value such that
⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

xµ(0) = yµ (µ = 1, 2, · · · , d− 1),

xd(0) = c,

v(0) = w(y0, · · · , yd−1)

, (1.13)

where w is an arbitrary function, we can easily solve eq. (1.11). Since eq. (1.12) implies

∂(x1, x2, · · · , xd−1, xd)

∂(y1, y2, · · · , yd−1, t)
̸= 0 (1.14)

near the hyperplane S, we can express (y1, y2, · · · , yd−1, t) as a function of (x1, x2, · · · , xd−1, xd).

Therefore u can be regarded as a function of xµ, which gives a solution to eq. (1.7).

1.2 Local entropy conservation

Let us consider an EMT given by

T 0
0 = −ρ, T j

k = P j
k, T 0

j = T j
0 = 0. (1.15)

The conservation law, ∇µTµ
0 = 0 leads to

−∂0ρ− Γk
k0ρ− Γj

0kP
k
j = 0, (1.16)

while eq. (1.5) for vµ = −βδµ0 becomes

ρ∂0β − (Γj
0kP

k
j − Γ0

00ρ)β = 0. (1.17)
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∂(x1, x2, · · · , xd−1, xd)

∂(y1, y2, · · · , yd−1, t)
̸= 0 (1.14)

near the hyperplane S, we can express (y1, y2, · · · , yd−1, t) as a function of (x1, x2, · · · , xd−1, xd).

Therefore u can be regarded as a function of xµ, which gives a solution to eq. (1.7).

1.2 Local entropy conservation

Let us consider an EMT given by

T 0
0 = −ρ, T j

k = P j
k, T 0

j = T j
0 = 0. (1.15)

The conservation law, ∇µTµ
0 = 0 leads to

−∂0ρ− Γk
k0ρ− Γj

0kP
k
j = 0, (1.16)

while eq. (1.5) for vµ = −βδµ0 becomes

ρ∂0β − (Γj
0kP

k
j − Γ0

00ρ)β = 0. (1.17)
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simultaneous linear ODE

A solution exists 
(at least locally in t). 

initial value is given  
on a hyper surface  
at fixed t.

sufficient condition 
for conservation
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we can define a generic conserved charge in general relativity.

Hereafter, we consider the case where the vector is proportional to time direction, 
and write it as  vµ = ⇣µ

dQ[v]

dt
= 0

What is this conserved charge ?

2

that direction, respectively. Superiority of this definition
is its manifest general covariance.

It can be shown that the charge defined by (1) is con-
served or time-independent when vµ is a Killing vector
field and the energy momentum tensor is covariantly con-
served [20–22]. In this case the defined charge becomes a
Nöther charge corresponding to global symmetry of the
system. We emphasize that our proposal can be applied
not only to Einstein gravity but also to any other gravi-
tational theories.

A question is whether a charge Q[v] conserves if v is
other than a Killing vector field. To answer this ques-
tion we study the time evolution of the charge, which is
computed as [20]

dQ[v]

dt
=

∫

Σt

dd−1x⃗
√

|g|Tµ
ν∇µv

ν . (2)

Therefore if a vector field satisfies the following differen-
tial equation

Tµ
ν∇µv

ν = 0, (3)

then it is sufficient for the charge Q[v] to conserve. In
this sense we refer to the equation (3) as the conserva-
tion condition for the vector v. In particular any Killing
vector field trivially satisfies the conservation condition.
This gives our conclusion i) .

2.2 Intrinsic vector field

Since the conservation condition (3) is a 1st order lin-
ear partial differential equation, we can convert it to or-
dinary differential equations by the method of character-
istics with a parameter τ . Therefore, for a given energy
momentum tensor, there always exists a general solution
at least locally in τ , which is determined uniquely once
we fix an appropriate initial condition at τ = 0 on a hy-
persurface Σt0 including a choice of a direction of the
vector v. (The existence of such a vector for a special
case in general relativity was pointed out in Ref. [24].)
Since the time direction must be chosen in any physical
system, there always exists a vector field to satisfy (3)
proportional to a time evolution vector field. We refer to
this vector field as an intrinsic vector field and denote it
by ζ.

The above argument establishes our conclusion ii) that
there always exists a conserved quantity of the form (1) in
any field theory on general curved spacetime even with-
out any global symmetry. Thus this conserved charge is
different from a Nöther charge and must be very special
and fundamental for the system. In the next section, we
give physical interpretation for this charge.

3. ENTROPY AND ENTROPY CURRENT

What is the physical meaning of the conserved charge
Q[ζ] associated with the intrinsic vector field? Our an-
swer is entropy of the system,

S := Q[ζ] =

∫
dd−1x s0, (4)

where s0 is the time component of an entropy current
density defined by

sµ =
√

|g|Tµ
νζ

ν . (5)

One can easily show that this current density satisfies
the ordinary continuity equation ∂µsµ = 0, thanks to the
conservation condition (3) and the covariant conservation
of the energy momentum tensor.
Let us give some remarks for this interpretation. The

entropy is the most fundamental quantity and uniquely
defined in a dynamical system, and therefore it is phys-
ically reasonable that the entropy is related to the con-
served charge Q[ζ], which is also uniquely defined for a
generic system without global symmetry. Since the fun-
damental physics law is expected to be reversible, it is
natural that the entropy of the whole system including
matter with gravitational interaction is conserved in a
fundamental theory such as general relativity. To the
contrary, if the entropy were not conserved, for example,
in a general gravitational system, then it would mean
that there exists extra matter producing entropy via un-
known interaction (‘fifth force’), which would be unrea-
sonable. Further evidence will be presented in following
subsections.

3.1 Analysis for geometry without horizon

Let us analyze our proposal in the case where there
exists a globally well-defined unit time evolution vector
field, which we denote by nµ. In this case tensors can be
decomposed into the longitudinal and transverse com-
ponents with respect to this vector for each index. For
example, the energy momentum tensor is decomposed as

Tµ
ν = ρnµnν + Pµ

ν − nµJν − Jµnν , (6)

where ρ := nµTµ
νnν , Pµ

ν := ḡµαTα
β ḡβν , Jν :=

nαTα
β ḡβν , with ḡµν = δµν +nµnν , and the metric tensor

is decomposed into the ADM form as

ds2 = −N2(dx0)2 + ḡij(dx
i +N idx0)(dxj +N jdx0), (7)

where N,N i are called a lapse function and a shift vector,
respectively. Note that J0 = 0 and nµ = −Nδ0µ.
From the covariant conservation, we have

(∇µTµ
ν)nν = 0, which boils down to

∂̌ρ+ ρK + Pµ
νK

ν
µ + nν∇̌Jν − ∇̄µJ

µ = 0, (8)
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defined in a dynamical system, and therefore it is phys-
ically reasonable that the entropy is related to the con-
served charge Q[ζ], which is also uniquely defined for a
generic system without global symmetry. Since the fun-
damental physics law is expected to be reversible, it is
natural that the entropy of the whole system including
matter with gravitational interaction is conserved in a
fundamental theory such as general relativity. To the
contrary, if the entropy were not conserved, for example,
in a general gravitational system, then it would mean
that there exists extra matter producing entropy via un-
known interaction (‘fifth force’), which would be unrea-
sonable. Further evidence will be presented in following
subsections.

3.1 Analysis for geometry without horizon

Let us analyze our proposal in the case where there
exists a globally well-defined unit time evolution vector
field, which we denote by nµ. In this case tensors can be
decomposed into the longitudinal and transverse com-
ponents with respect to this vector for each index. For
example, the energy momentum tensor is decomposed as
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(1) This is not a Noether charge, since no symmetry exists.

(2) This is not an energy, but reduces to the energy for the Killing vector. 
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that direction, respectively. Superiority of this definition
is its manifest general covariance.

It can be shown that the charge defined by (1) is con-
served or time-independent when vµ is a Killing vector
field and the energy momentum tensor is covariantly con-
served [20–22]. In this case the defined charge becomes a
Nöther charge corresponding to global symmetry of the
system. We emphasize that our proposal can be applied
not only to Einstein gravity but also to any other gravi-
tational theories.

A question is whether a charge Q[v] conserves if v is
other than a Killing vector field. To answer this ques-
tion we study the time evolution of the charge, which is
computed as [20]

dQ[v]

dt
=

∫

Σt

dd−1x⃗
√

|g|Tµ
ν∇µv

ν . (2)

Therefore if a vector field satisfies the following differen-
tial equation

Tµ
ν∇µv

ν = 0, (3)

then it is sufficient for the charge Q[v] to conserve. In
this sense we refer to the equation (3) as the conserva-
tion condition for the vector v. In particular any Killing
vector field trivially satisfies the conservation condition.
This gives our conclusion i) .

2.2 Intrinsic vector field

Since the conservation condition (3) is a 1st order lin-
ear partial differential equation, we can convert it to or-
dinary differential equations by the method of character-
istics with a parameter τ . Therefore, for a given energy
momentum tensor, there always exists a general solution
at least locally in τ , which is determined uniquely once
we fix an appropriate initial condition at τ = 0 on a hy-
persurface Σt0 including a choice of a direction of the
vector v. (The existence of such a vector for a special
case in general relativity was pointed out in Ref. [24].)
Since the time direction must be chosen in any physical
system, there always exists a vector field to satisfy (3)
proportional to a time evolution vector field. We refer to
this vector field as an intrinsic vector field and denote it
by ζ.

The above argument establishes our conclusion ii) that
there always exists a conserved quantity of the form (1) in
any field theory on general curved spacetime even with-
out any global symmetry. Thus this conserved charge is
different from a Nöther charge and must be very special
and fundamental for the system. In the next section, we
give physical interpretation for this charge.

3. ENTROPY AND ENTROPY CURRENT

What is the physical meaning of the conserved charge
Q[ζ] associated with the intrinsic vector field? Our an-
swer is entropy of the system,

S := Q[ζ] =

∫
dd−1x s0, (4)

where s0 is the time component of an entropy current
density defined by

sµ =
√

|g|Tµ
νζ

ν . (5)

One can easily show that this current density satisfies
the ordinary continuity equation ∂µsµ = 0, thanks to the
conservation condition (3) and the covariant conservation
of the energy momentum tensor.
Let us give some remarks for this interpretation. The

entropy is the most fundamental quantity and uniquely
defined in a dynamical system, and therefore it is phys-
ically reasonable that the entropy is related to the con-
served charge Q[ζ], which is also uniquely defined for a
generic system without global symmetry. Since the fun-
damental physics law is expected to be reversible, it is
natural that the entropy of the whole system including
matter with gravitational interaction is conserved in a
fundamental theory such as general relativity. To the
contrary, if the entropy were not conserved, for example,
in a general gravitational system, then it would mean
that there exists extra matter producing entropy via un-
known interaction (‘fifth force’), which would be unrea-
sonable. Further evidence will be presented in following
subsections.

3.1 Analysis for geometry without horizon

Let us analyze our proposal in the case where there
exists a globally well-defined unit time evolution vector
field, which we denote by nµ. In this case tensors can be
decomposed into the longitudinal and transverse com-
ponents with respect to this vector for each index. For
example, the energy momentum tensor is decomposed as

Tµ
ν = ρnµnν + Pµ

ν − nµJν − Jµnν , (6)

where ρ := nµTµ
νnν , Pµ

ν := ḡµαTα
β ḡβν , Jν :=

nαTα
β ḡβν , with ḡµν = δµν +nµnν , and the metric tensor

is decomposed into the ADM form as

ds2 = −N2(dx0)2 + ḡij(dx
i +N idx0)(dxj +N jdx0), (7)

where N,N i are called a lapse function and a shift vector,
respectively. Note that J0 = 0 and nµ = −Nδ0µ.
From the covariant conservation, we have

(∇µTµ
ν)nν = 0, which boils down to

∂̌ρ+ ρK + Pµ
νK

ν
µ + nν∇̌Jν − ∇̄µJ

µ = 0, (8)
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where ∇̌ := nµ∇µ, ∇̄µ := ḡρµ∇ρ, Kν
µ := ∇̄µnν is the

extrinsic curvature, and K := Kµ
µ. Since the intrin-

sic vector field is defined to be proportional to a time
evolution vector field, we set ζµ = −βnµ, for which the
conservation condition (3) reduces to

ρ∂̌β − βPµ
νK

ν
µ + βJν∇̌nν − Jµ∂̄µβ = 0. (9)

Combining Eqs. (8, 9) and taking a new coordinate η

satisfying nµ =
∂xµ

∂η
, we obtain

d(ρβ)

dη
+ ρβK − ∇̄µ(J

µβ) = 0. (10)

In the case with Jµ = 0, this can be easily solved as

β = β0
ρ0
ρ

exp

[
−
∫ η

η0

dηK

]
(11)

where ρ0,β0 are initial values of ρ,β at η = η0, respec-
tively.

The entropy current density becomes

s0 =
√
ḡρβ, si = −β

√
ḡ(ρN i +NJ i) (12)

where ḡ := detḡij . Thus the continuity equation becomes

∂0s
0 = ∂i(s

0N i +N
√

|ḡ|J iβ), (13)

It would be amusing that the shift vector has a physical
meaning of the flow velocity of the entropy density when
J i = 0. Note that the entropy density is locally conserved
if J i = N i = 0.

3.2 The first law of thermodynamics

We now show that our entropy current density satis-
fies the first law of thermodynamics in isotropic systems,
so that the shift vector vanishes and the matter energy
momentum tensor is given by a perfect fluid, character-
ized by Pµ

ν = P ḡµν and Jµ = Jµ = 0 in (6), and thus

K =
d log

√
|ḡ|

dη . In this situation, it follows from the con-

tinuity equation (13) that the entropy density itself be-
comes time-independent. Furthermore, we can show that

1

β

ds0

dη
=

du

dη
+ P

dv

dη
, (14)

where v :=
√

|ḡ| is a volume density, u := ρv is the
(internal) energy density corresponding to a charge with
the unit time evolution vector field:

∫
dd−1xu = Q[−n].

This becomes exactly the first law of thermodynamics
if β is identified with the inverse temperature, which
proves our conclusion iii). Note that the variation by η
in eq. (14) is realized by some dynamical process, which
must satisfy the equation of motion for the matter, as
well as the Einstein equation or its variant for gravity if
the metric gµν is dynamical.

Our method determines both the entropy density s0

and the inverse temperature β for the matter through
the gravitational interaction with gµν . An overall nor-
malizations for both is fixed as an initial condition for
the intrinsic vector ζ in the system, but a ration s0/β is
free from such an ambiguity. Once the normalization is
given, the dependence of the temperature on spacetime
is completely controlled by eq. (3). This will be seen in
Sec. 4.1.

3.3 Case for black hole geometry

Let us consider applying the above formulation to
a black hole geometry, where the existence of globally
well-defined unit time-like vector field is not guaranteed.
Then the analysis done in Sec. 3.2 is not generally appli-
cable, and we need to analyze the system by setting the
intrinsic vector field ζµ = −ζδµ0 , where ζ is a function
determined to satisfy the conservation condition (3).
It happens, however, that the matter energy momen-

tum tensor in black hole geometry vanishes except sin-
gularity at the origin [20]. In such a case, the conserva-
tion condition is solved by any time-independent ζ, and
there is no further way to determine it. In this paper,
as a provisional prescription, we assume that the energy
conservation law holds to satisfy 1

β ds
0 = du + Pdv as

in the previous case, and we determine ζ to satisfy the
first law of thermodynamics with temperature given by
the Hawking temperature identical to the surface gravity
normalized by 2π[4]. We expect that this assumption is
in principle verified by setting up a gravitational system
such that a smooth geometry with matter gravitationally
collapses into the black hole and keeping track of charges
during the process. We leave this to future studies.

4. APPLICATIONS

4.1 Freedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker metric

Let us consider d-dimensional Freedmann-Lemâıtre-
Robertson-Walker metric , which is given by ds2 =
−(dx0)2 + a2g̃ijdxidxj , where a is the scale factor de-
pendent only on time, and the Ricci tensor for g̃ is
R̃ij = (d − 2)kg̃ij with k = 1, 0,−1 corresponding
to a (d − 1)-dimensional sphere, flat space, hyperbolic
space, respectively. This is a model of homogeneous
and isotropic expanding universe in Einstein gravity with
cosmological constant Λ. In particular, the shift vector
vanishes and the energy momentum tensor is given by
a perfect fluid, whose density ρ and pressure P are de-
termined by the Einstein or Freedman equation as ρ =

3
8πGN

(
ȧ2

a2 + k
a2 − Λ

3

)
, P = −1

4πGN

(
ä
a + ȧ2

2a2 + k
2a2 − Λ

2

)
,

where ḟ = ∂0f .
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=

d(⇢�)

d⌘
v + (⇢�)

dv

d⌘
= 0

entropy density is constant on the trajectory.



II-2. Homogeneous and Isotropic  Universe

Freedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker metric

3

where ∇̌ := nµ∇µ, ∇̄µ := ḡρµ∇ρ, Kν
µ := ∇̄µnν is the

extrinsic curvature, and K := Kµ
µ. Since the intrin-

sic vector field is defined to be proportional to a time
evolution vector field, we set ζµ = −βnµ, for which the
conservation condition (3) reduces to

ρ∂̌β − βPµ
νK

ν
µ + βJν∇̌nν − Jµ∂̄µβ = 0. (9)

Combining Eqs. (8, 9) and taking a new coordinate η

satisfying nµ =
∂xµ

∂η
, we obtain

d(ρβ)

dη
+ ρβK − ∇̄µ(J

µβ) = 0. (10)

In the case with Jµ = 0, this can be easily solved as

β = β0
ρ0
ρ

exp

[
−
∫ η

η0

dηK

]
(11)

where ρ0,β0 are initial values of ρ,β at η = η0, respec-
tively.

The entropy current density becomes

s0 =
√
ḡρβ, si = −β

√
ḡ(ρN i +NJ i) (12)

where ḡ := detḡij . Thus the continuity equation becomes

∂0s
0 = ∂i(s

0N i +N
√

|ḡ|J iβ), (13)

It would be amusing that the shift vector has a physical
meaning of the flow velocity of the entropy density when
J i = 0. Note that the entropy density is locally conserved
if J i = N i = 0.

3.2 The first law of thermodynamics

We now show that our entropy current density satis-
fies the first law of thermodynamics in isotropic systems,
so that the shift vector vanishes and the matter energy
momentum tensor is given by a perfect fluid, character-
ized by Pµ

ν = P ḡµν and Jµ = Jµ = 0 in (6), and thus

K =
d log

√
|ḡ|

dη . In this situation, it follows from the con-

tinuity equation (13) that the entropy density itself be-
comes time-independent. Furthermore, we can show that

1

β

ds0

dη
=

du

dη
+ P

dv

dη
, (14)

where v :=
√

|ḡ| is a volume density, u := ρv is the
(internal) energy density corresponding to a charge with
the unit time evolution vector field:

∫
dd−1xu = Q[−n].

This becomes exactly the first law of thermodynamics
if β is identified with the inverse temperature, which
proves our conclusion iii). Note that the variation by η
in eq. (14) is realized by some dynamical process, which
must satisfy the equation of motion for the matter, as
well as the Einstein equation or its variant for gravity if
the metric gµν is dynamical.

Our method determines both the entropy density s0

and the inverse temperature β for the matter through
the gravitational interaction with gµν . An overall nor-
malizations for both is fixed as an initial condition for
the intrinsic vector ζ in the system, but a ration s0/β is
free from such an ambiguity. Once the normalization is
given, the dependence of the temperature on spacetime
is completely controlled by eq. (3). This will be seen in
Sec. 4.1.

3.3 Case for black hole geometry

Let us consider applying the above formulation to
a black hole geometry, where the existence of globally
well-defined unit time-like vector field is not guaranteed.
Then the analysis done in Sec. 3.2 is not generally appli-
cable, and we need to analyze the system by setting the
intrinsic vector field ζµ = −ζδµ0 , where ζ is a function
determined to satisfy the conservation condition (3).
It happens, however, that the matter energy momen-

tum tensor in black hole geometry vanishes except sin-
gularity at the origin [20]. In such a case, the conserva-
tion condition is solved by any time-independent ζ, and
there is no further way to determine it. In this paper,
as a provisional prescription, we assume that the energy
conservation law holds to satisfy 1

β ds
0 = du + Pdv as

in the previous case, and we determine ζ to satisfy the
first law of thermodynamics with temperature given by
the Hawking temperature identical to the surface gravity
normalized by 2π[4]. We expect that this assumption is
in principle verified by setting up a gravitational system
such that a smooth geometry with matter gravitationally
collapses into the black hole and keeping track of charges
during the process. We leave this to future studies.

4. APPLICATIONS

4.1 Freedmann-Lemâıtre-Robertson-Walker metric

Let us consider d-dimensional Freedmann-Lemâıtre-
Robertson-Walker metric , which is given by ds2 =
−(dx0)2 + a2g̃ijdxidxj , where a is the scale factor de-
pendent only on time, and the Ricci tensor for g̃ is
R̃ij = (d − 2)kg̃ij with k = 1, 0,−1 corresponding
to a (d − 1)-dimensional sphere, flat space, hyperbolic
space, respectively. This is a model of homogeneous
and isotropic expanding universe in Einstein gravity with
cosmological constant Λ. In particular, the shift vector
vanishes and the energy momentum tensor is given by
a perfect fluid, whose density ρ and pressure P are de-
termined by the Einstein or Freedman equation as ρ =

3
8πGN

(
ȧ2

a2 + k
a2 − Λ

3

)
, P = −1

4πGN

(
ä
a + ȧ2

2a2 + k
2a2 − Λ

2

)
,

where ḟ = ∂0f .

⇢(t)ad�1(t)�(t) = u(t)�(t) = t-independent

K =
d(log ad�1(t))

dt

perfect fluid

Tds0 = du+ Pdv = 0 T decreases as the Universe expands P 6= 0

(T: constant for P=0)

For the closed Universe, it expands, stops and contracts.

Entropy is conserved during this process.

Tµ
⌫ = ⇢nµn⌫ + Pgµ⌫

ds2 = �dt2 + a2(t)ḡijdx
idxj
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dv > 0 (expand) ) du  0
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II-3. Exact gravitational plane wave

ds2 = e2⌦(u)(dx2 � d⌧2) + u2(e2�(u)dy2 + e�2�(u)dz2) u = ⌧ � x

T x
x = T ⌧

x = �T ⌧
⌧ = �T x

⌧ =
e�2⌦

4⇡u

�
2⌦0 � u�02�EMT

conservation vectors vµ0 = ��µ⌧ vµx = �µx

conserved charges E = Px =
V2

4⇡

Z
dxu (2⌦0 � u�02)

E = Px = 0
2⌦0 � u�02 = 0

u�00 + 2�0 � u2�03 6= 0
8Rab = 0,9 Rabcd 6= 0

The Ricci flat gravitational wave does not carry energy/momentum.

Tµ
⌫ 6= 0 Tµ

⌫ = 0, Rµ⌫↵� 6= 0



II-4. Black hole entropy
Schwarzschild black hole
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Tµ
0 = �⇢�µ0 , ⇢ :=

(d� 2)

16⇡Gd

rd�3
0 �(r)

rd�2
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Z
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0⇣(~x) = E⇣
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<latexit sha1_base64="2aTbEV4ZoWtr+MbcbTW2+XfdS1o=">AAACi3icSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8vSy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQuoxVSlliQqaCu4xqQVJSZXp4D5tdUprrW2EBHD2uqQ2ngBZQM9AzBQwGQYQhnKDFAQkC+wnCGGIYUhnyGZoZQhlyGVIY+hBMjOYUhkKA bCaAZDBgOGAqBYLEM1UKwIyMoEy6cy1DJwAfWWAlWlAlUkAkWzgWQ6kBcNFc0D8kFmFoN1JwNtyQHiIqBOBQZVg6sGKw0+G5wwWG3w0uAPTrOqwWaA3FIJpJMgelML4vm7JIK/E9SVC6RLGDIQuvC6uYQhjcEC7NZMoNsLwCIgXyRD9JdVTf8cbBWkWq1msMjgNdD9Cw1uGhwG+iCv7Evy0sDUoNkMXMAIMEQPbkxGmJGeoameQaCJsoMFNCo4GKQZlBg0gOFtzuDA4MEQwBAKtLeHYRPDboY9TLxMxkxWTDYQpUyMUD3CDCiAyRUAtG2YjQ==</latexit>

⇣ + E
d⇣

dE
=

1

T

<latexit sha1_base64="iSs1BV7F6GhXKKKh2ARxtz+k9no=">AAAC13ichVFNSxxBEK2dJLpuEl3jJZDLkMWQS5YaMSiBgCBLPPq1q+LqMB+9pnF2ZujpXdCmyS2IN0855BRBRPIzvPgHAvoTJEcFLyLWzA4kUZJU092vXtWrru5244AnEvGsYDx4+KivvzhQevzk6eBQefhZI4k6wmN1Lwoisew6CQt4yOqSy4Atx4I5bTdgS+7mdBpf6jKR8ChclFsxW2s7GyFvcc+RRNll0dxm0jHfN1vC8ZSlVU03eSjNnu/XtFrUd4M2rithz+jfckw/JdIlT27Yyn8zpk1i1jOk1bj5wfbNmrbLFaxiZuZ9YOWgArnNRuVDaIIPEXjQgTYwCEESDsCBhMYqWIAQE7cGijhBiGdxBhpKpO1QFqMMh9hNWjfIW83ZkPy0ZpKpPToloClIacIo/sAjvMAT/I7neP3XWiqrkfayRbvb07LYHtp9vnD1X1Wbdgkff6n+2bOEFkxmvXLqPc6Y9BZeT9/d/nKx8G5+VL3CffxJ/X/DMzymG4TdS+9gjs1/hRJ9gHX3ue+DxljVelvFufHK1GT+FUV4AS/hNb33BEzBDMxCnc49hZtCf6ForBifjM/GTi/VKOSaEfjDjL1bKTq1eA==</latexit>

⇣ =
1

E

Z
dE

T
=

1

E

Z
rH

0

dE

TdrH
drH =

Vd�2r
d�2
H

4GdE

<latexit sha1_base64="MMU6NCUyqlqO9zAah7W5pL7DO94=">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</latexit>

dE

TdrH
=

(d� 2)Vd�2r
d�3
H

4G

<latexit sha1_base64="ragkb2TGT/tzF+06IaMPkmGY0Mc=">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</latexit>

S =
Vd�2r

d�2
H

4Gd

=
AH

4Gd

Bekenstein-Hawking formula

However, entropy is localized at the origin, not at the horizon.

S = E⇣



BTZ black hole <latexit sha1_base64="kUGQBuklwS12r3/GPnGMxWprH8s=">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</latexit>

⇣µ = �⇣�µ0
<latexit sha1_base64="riag03DhLpoNaNFTxiJsQWrOVWI=">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</latexit>

S = E⇣

Assume
<latexit sha1_base64="MnP2kV6ocZiG9tJgbYLG4NwrCeE=">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</latexit>

@S

@E

����
P�

=
1

T

<latexit sha1_base64="QyAg4YjcYeXgZh3tjg6PBijSPUQ=">AAACh3icSyrIySwuMTC4ycjEzMLKxs7BycXNw8vHLyAoFFacX1qUnBqanJ+TXxSRlFicmpOZlxpaklmSkxpRUJSamJuUkxqelO0Mkg8vSy0qzszPCympLEiNzU1Mz8tMy0xOLAEKxQsohdjGpBUlJlcXxWvHGekWxevGGdVWG8UUZCr4xBkpAEVr4wWUDfQMwEABk2EIZSgzQEFAvsByhhiGFIZ8hmSGUoZchlSGPIYSIDuHIZGhGAijGQwZDBgKgGKxDNVAsSIgKxMsn8pQy8AF1FsKVJUKVJEIFM0GkulAXjRUNA/IB5lZDNadDLQlB4iLgDoVGFQNrhqsNPhscMJgtcFLgz84zaoGmwFySyWQToLoTS2I5++SCP5OUFcukC5hyEDowuvmEoY0BguwWzOBbi8Ai4B8kQzRX1Y1/XOwVZBqtZrBIoPXQPcvNLhpcBjog7yyL8lLA1ODZjNwASPAED24MRlhRnqGpnoGgSbKDhbQqOBgkGZQYtAAhrc5gwODB0MAQyjQ3g6GdQzbGXYwcTLpM5kxQdUyMUL1CDOgACZHAHrqlTU=</latexit>

T =
r2+ � r2�
2⇡L2r+

Hawking temp.

horizon

<latexit sha1_base64="cA3vQyOZZqsyJWZEiKhb8gDdg9w=">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</latexit>

r2± =
mL2

2

0

@1±

s

1�
✓

J

mL

◆2
1

A

<latexit sha1_base64="sYhI88uYrUV12M6wjTuX/Yi5ZHU=">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</latexit>

E =
r2+ + r2�
8G3L2

, P� =
2r+r�
8G3L

<latexit sha1_base64="692/wuNT+FJMUilZepAFnOx3H98=">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</latexit>

S =

Z
r+

0
dr+

dE

Tdr+

����
P�

=
1

4G3

Z
r+

0

dr+
T

✓
r+ + r�

dr�
dr+

◆
=

2⇡r+
4G3

=
AH

4G3

Bekenstein-Hawking<latexit sha1_base64="sclDZ9rD2pWJW9ijU2T1brvEcEM=">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</latexit>

dP�

dr+
= 0 ) dr�

dr+
= �r�

r+

Furthermore 

chemical potential
<latexit sha1_base64="FbH7qsKMQw3DUA/FTNuOU00Pf/U=">AAACu3ichVFNaxQxGH46ftX1o1u9CF4Gl4ogu2QXpUUoFETw4GHbdbeFTjtkYnY3NjsTMtmFOswf8A948KQgIv4Fb178Ax569Sb1VsGLB9+dHSha1DckefLkfd48SSKjVeoYO5jzTp0+c/bc/PnKhYuXLi9UF6/00mRsheyKRCd2K+Kp1CqWXaecllvGSj6KtNyM9u5P9zcn0qYqiR+7fSN3RnwQq74S3BEVVnuBln3XCPqWiy ww3DrFtd/Jj3E7DMxQ5YFVg6ELqJYLH/irfn0maQVG+TasP8ozG97ebdUJ77bysFpjDVaEfxI0S1BDGe2k+hYBniCBwBgjSMRwhDU4UmrbaILBELeDjDhLSBX7EjkqpB1TlqQMTuwejQNabZdsTOtpzbRQCzpFU7ek9LHEPrN37Ih9Yu/ZV/bzr7WyosbUyz7N0UwrTbjw/Frnx39VI5odhseqf3p26GOl8KrIuymY6S3ETD959uKoc29jKbvJXrND8v+KHbCPdIN48l28WZcbL1GhD2j++dwnQa/VaN5tsPU7tbWV8ivmcR03cIveexlreIg2unTuB3zBIb55q57wnnp6lurNlZqr+C288S9JyKtx</latexit>

@S

@P�

����
E

= � 2⇡r�L

r2+ � r2�

<latexit sha1_base64="sNgLGgrb94cOywszAu6QdEvxkpM=">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</latexit>

TdS = dE � µ�dP� 1st law of thermodynamics

<latexit sha1_base64="n0shbNh6wCnVmPc7nnJX5mYtm78=">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</latexit>

µ� := �T
@S

@P�

����
E

=
r�
r+L



Summary and Outlook 



Part I.
<latexit sha1_base64="E908VSyLQ78IxMkaZt96r50WpnE=">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</latexit>
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failure of Stokes’ theorem



Part II.
<latexit sha1_base64="Decpfb50+eRKc/P7UISIzeH0Wuw=">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</latexit>

S =

Z

⌃(x0)
d⌃0

p
�gT 0

µ⇣
µgeneric conserved charge  = entropy

Entropy is a source of the gravitational interaction.

A total entropy in the whole system is always conserved, 
as nothing can escape from a censorship of gravity.

Gravity may provide a new tool to define entropy and temperature 
in an arbitrary system.

 A correct understanding of general relativity after 105 years from Einstein.

Gravitational fields do not carry energy/entropy.

天網恢恢疎にして漏らさず。



Classical general relativity 

binary stars How do they loose “energy” ?

gravitational collapse

Quantum gravity

Gravitational fields classically have no energy/entropy.  

If necessary, how can we quantize gravitons with no observed energy/entropy ? 

Future investigations

Is it necessary to quantize gravity ? 

No exchange of energy/entropy between matters and gravitational fields.


